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Owing to the dynamic nature of our business, specif ications are constantly being changed and therefore this literature is for informational purposes only. 
Due to manufacturing tolerances and the hand-made nature of our products, assembled weights can have +/- 10% weight tolerances. 

For the most up to date information, please visit our website www.tensator.com. Tensator makes no warranties, express or implied in this document E&OE.

Tensamedia® Fluted InQ-Totem®

A lightweight, high-visibility signage solution that fixes to a Tensabarrier® to display 
impactful brand campaigns, directional messaging and customer guidance.

Features & Benef its
Simple Installation: Velcro pads secure closure of the totem around the Tensabarrier®, 
allowing for easy set-up by staff.
Secure: 4 x internal high density foam holders secure the totem to Tensabarrier®  posts.
Improved Passenger Flow: Display important messaging to ensure a seamless passenger 
journey, such as boarding group information and tasks required for progression. 
Highly Visible: Branding and artwork easily seen by passengers.
Eye-catching: Above crowd height profile can be seen from distance.
Lightweight: Easy to lift, fit, and transport.
Customisable: Print with messaging, branding, artwork, and colours depending on design needs.
Space Saving: Integrates the signage directly onto your queue system, minimising the footprint.

Please note: 
• This product MUST always be correctly fitted to a 

Tensabarrier® to create stability in line with testing results.
• Recommended fitting: a fixed base Tensabarrier®,  

or heavy-weight base Tensabarrier®.
• Internal use only.
• This product must not be treated as load bearing  

or used to hold / support other non-approved items.

Constant sideways force required to begin topple

Distance from floor level 1m 1.5m 1.8m

Fitted to Standard 
Tensabarrier®

Tipping angle - 28º

2.25 kg 1.65 kg 1.3 kg

Fitted to Heavyweight 
Tensabarrier®

Tipping angle - 31º

2.6 kg 1.9 kg 1.5 kg

Weight - 3kg

28-31o

 

 

Product Specif ication
High Quality: Clear and detailed print finish.
Resistant: Matt laminate material provides anti-scuff surface finish.
Easy To Read: Anti-glare surface allows  
for consistent displays to passengers.
Connectivity: Outlet slot designed for easy connection  
to adjacent Tensabarrier® products.
User Friendly: No cable ties or tools needed for set up. Instructions 
clearly printed on inside of totem.

Order Code:  14752


